We present a variation of Paige's algorithm for computing the generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) of two matrices A and B. There are two innovations. The rst is a new preprocessing step which reduces A and B to upper triangular forms satisfying certain rank conditions. The second is a new 2 2 triangular GSVD algorithm, which constitutes the inner loop of Paige's algorithm. We present proofs of stability and high accuracy of the 2 2 GSVD algorithm, and demonstrate it using examples on which all previous algorithms fail.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to describe a variation of Paige's algorithm 28] for computing the following generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) introduced by Van Loan 33] , and Paige and Saunders 25] . This is also called the quotient singular value decomposition (QSVD) in 8]. Theorem 1.1 Let A 2 IR m n and B 2 IR p n have rank(A T ; B T ) = n. 1 Then there are orthogonal matrices U, V and Q such that U T AQ = 1 R; V T BQ = 2 R; (1.1) where R is a n n upper triangular and nonsingular, and The GSVD is a generalization of the singular value decomposition (SVD) in the sense that if B is the identity matrix, then the GSVD of A and B is the SVD of A. Moreover The GSVD of two matrices A and B is a tool used in many applications, such as the Kronecker canonical form of a general matrix pencil 22], the linearly constrained least-squares problem 35, 5] , the general Gauss-Markov linear model 27, 3] , the generalized total least squares problem 21], and real time signal processing 30] . As a further generalization of the SVD, Ewerbring and Luk 13], Zha 36] proposed a generalized SVD for matrix triplets, and De Moor, Golub and Zha 8, 9] have generalized the SVD into a factorization of any number of matrices. For all these applications and multi-matrix generalization of the SVD, the development of a stable and e cient algorithm for computing the GSVD of two matrices is a basic problem. Stewart 31] and Van Loan 34] proposed two algorithms for computing the GSVD. Their algorithms have two phases: The rst phase is to compute the QR decomposition (or the SVD if necessary) of (A T ; B T ) T . The second phase is to compute the CS decomposition. Paige's algorithm is a Jacobi-Kogbetliantz approach 28], which applies orthogonal transformations to A and B separately without the CS decomposition. It also has two phases:
( where m m matrix U and p p matrix V are orthogonal, P is a n n permutation matrix, A 11 2 IR r r is nonsingular upper triangular, B 11 2 IR r r is upper triangular, t = r + q, and if q > 0, B 22 2 IRis nonsingular upper triangular.
(2) Compute the GSVD of two n n upper triangular matrices of forms (1.5) by a generalized Kogbetliantz algorithm 2 .
Phase 1 can be done rst by the QR factorization with column pivoting 17] of matrix A and determine the rank r of A, meanwhile permuting the columns of matrix B in the same way, and then applying the QR factorization with column pivoting to the block of the last p ? r rows and n ? r columns of B and obtain the rank q of the block; this yields the forms (1.5) 4]. Phase 2 is iterative.
In this paper, we will present a variation of Paige's algorithm for computing the GSVD. There are two innovations. The rst is as follows: in 28], it is assumed (without providing detail) that in (1.5) the nonzero part of V T BP has full row rank. It is known that it is complicated to choose V to guarantee this condition and P may not be a permutation matrix. However in the preprocessing step (1.5), we do not require this condition, and so we can simply use conventional QR factorization with column pivoting. Moreover, note that the GSVD is independent of column scaling of A and B. The forms (1.5) preserve this property.
The second innovation is a new 2 2 triangular GSVD algorithm, which constitutes the inner loop of Paige's algorithm. We will present proofs of stability and high accuracy of our method, and demonstrate it using examples on which all previous algorithms fail. Hereafter, we assume that A and B have been preprocessed to the upper trapezoidal forms (1.5).
The numerical technique developed in this paper can be extended to deal with the numerical computation of other closely related decompositions such as the CS decomposition and the product SVD of two matrices 20, 15]. We will not go into the details.
The rest of the paper is organized as the follows: x2 reviews the Kogbetliantz algorithm for computing the SVD of a triangular matrix, and Paige's generalization of the Kogbetliantz algorithm for computing the GSVD. x3 explores the inner loop of Paige's algorithm, which includes the GSVD of a 2 2 matrix in terms of exact and oating point arithmetic. In x4, we describe the overall algorithm. The last section reports the results of numerical experiments. In the appendix, we include Demmel and Kahan's 2 2 triangular SVD code, which has not been published in its entirety before, and plays an important role in our algorithm.
Paige's GSVD Algorithm
To describe Paige's algorithm, we rst review the Kogbetliantz algorithm 23] for computing the SVD of an upper triangular matrix A. Then we describe Paige's algorithm for computing the GSVD of A and B with B nonsingular. Finally, we discuss how to generalize the idea to the case where B is ill-conditioned or singular.
Kogbetliantz algorithm for the SVD of a triangular matrix
The Kogbetliantz algorithm 23] is a kind of Jacobi scheme. Assume that the kth transformation of the algorithm operates on the rows and columns i and j of A, let A ij be the 2 2 submatrix subtended by rows and columns i and j of A. Let the rotation matrices U k = rot(c u ; s u ) and V k = rot(c v ; s v ) be chosen 3 so that U T k A ij V k = diag( ii ; jj ) is the SVD of A ij , where c u = cos k ; s u = sin k and c v = cos k ; s v = sin k . LetÛ k andV k be identity matrices with (i; i), (i; j), (j; i) and (j; j) elements replaced by the (1,1), (1,2), (2,1) and (2,2) elements of U k and V k respectively. Then let A k+1 =Û T k A kVk ; where A 0 = A. After the rst sweep through all the (i; j) in row cyclic order, an upper triangular matrix A will become lower triangular. The second sweep will restore upper triangular form, and so on 20, 19] . There is a literature on the di erent sweep orders for sequential and parallel computations besides the conventional row and column order, for example 24].
Forsythe and Henrici 16] considered the convergence of the row cyclic Kogbetliantz algorithm. Fernando 14] proved a global convergence theorem under the assumption that one of the rotation angles f k ; k g at each (i; j) transformation lies in a closed interval J (? =2; =2), i.e., k 2 J or k 2 J; k = 1; 2; : : : ; : (2.1) This is the condition that our algorithm will satisfy. Furthermore, it has been proved that the cyclic Kogbetliantz algorithm ultimately converges quadratically 29, 2, 7].
The Generalization of the Kogbetliantz Algorithm for the GSVD
We begin by computing the GSVD of two upper triangular matrices A and B with B nonsingular. It is known that this is equivalent to computing the SVD of the triangular matrix C = AB ?1 . Of course, it is unwise to form C explicitly. We note that a sweep of the Kogbetliantz algorithm applied to C will make it lower triangular. This means that there are orthogonal matrices U 1 must also be lower triangular, which is just the GSVD of the 2 2 triangular matrices A ij and B ij . With this observation, we see that after completing a sweep in row order, the desired U 1 , V 1 and Q 1 are the products U 12 U 13 U n?1;n , V 12 V 13 V n?1;n and Q 12 Q 13 Q n?1;n , respectively. By the end of the row cyclic sweep, we obtain lower triangular matrices A 1 and B 1 . 4 Then the next sweep consists of zeroing lower o -diagonal elements of C 1 = A 1 B ?1 1 in column order to return it to upper triangular form, and so on. Overall, we are actually carrying out the Kogbetliantz algorithm to diagonalize the implicitly de ned matrix C. Upon convergence, this gives U T (AB ?1 )V = , a diagonal matrix.
That is U T A Q = V T B Q; i.e., the ith rows of U T AQ and V T BQ are parallel, which is the desired GSVD of A and B.
In general, if B is ill-conditioned with respect to inversion or B is singular after phase 1, then using B ?1 ij is not recommended. Paige 28] 3 The GSVD of 2 2 
Triangular Matrices
As we see in x2, the kernel of computing the GSVD using a generalized Kogbetliantz algorithm is the computation of the GSVD of 2 2 matrices. In this section, we rst discuss the computation of the 2 2 GSVD for di erent possible 2 2 matrices A ij and B ij in exact arithmetic, and then we will discuss the computation in the presence of oating point arithmetic. If c 12 6 = 0, then U is chosen to zero (2,2) entry of C and V = rot(0; 1). V T B has second row nonzero. The lemma follows by choosing Q to zero (1,2) entry of U T A. 5 For simplicity of exposition, we drop the subscript ij from the 2 2 triangular matrices A ij and B ij . 
The 2 2 GSVD in Floating Point Arithmetic
In this section, we will use the usual model of oating point arithmetic: barring over/under ow, (x y) = (1 + )(x y) where is one of the basic operations f+; ?; ; g and j j where is the machine roundo . This model eliminates machines like Crays without guard digits, but with some e ort all the results can be extended to these machines as well.
When using oating point arithmetic, roundo can cause the row vectors ofÃ andB computed by Algorithm 1 not to be parallel. This meansÃ andB are not the GSVD of the 2 2 matrices A and B, or in short, the algorithm is not convergent. Another possibility is that the computation may not be backward stable, because the entriesã 12 orb 12 (ã 21 orb 21 ) which are explicitly set to zero by Algorithm 1 may be much larger than O( )kAk and O( )kBk, respectively. 6 Thus, the algorithms in 28, 20, 4] , which use the SVD of 2 2 triangular matrix to guarantee convergence, are potentially numerical unstable. On the other hand, to guarantee numerical stability, it is suggested in 18, 6 ] that after computing the SVD of the 2 2 triangular matrix C, one uses U (say) to form G = U T A, then determines Q such that GQ is lower triangular, and nally determinesṼ such that V T BQ is also lower triangular. However, in practice, U T CṼ might not be diagonal, which results in divergence. In x5, we will present numerical examples illustrating the failures of these schemes.
In this section, we propose a new algorithm to overcome these shortcomings. We rst discuss the two fundamental algorithmic building blocks: SLASV2 and SLARTG. precision. This algorithm was described brie y in 10], but not published in its entirety. For completeness, we include a listing of Fortran code in the appendix, and a statement and proof sketch of its error analysis. As discussed in 10], the high accuracy of SLASV2 is based on the fact that the algorithm uses formulas that only contain products, quotients, square roots, sums of terms of like sign, di erences of computed quantities only when cancellation is impossible, and the di erence jfj ? jhj of the input data, which, if cancellation occurs, is exact 7 .
SLARTG(f; g; c; s; r) generates a rotation matrix rot(c; s) from f and g to zero g, i.e., c = f=r and s = g=r, r = p f 2 + g 2 , but this is subject to spurious over/under ow if we directly compute them from these formulas. A more robust way to compute c, s and r can be found The same techniques used to analyze SLASV2 in the appendix can be straightforwardly used to show that the relative error in the computed c and s is bounded by 6 .
Using SLARTG and SLASV2, we present a high-level description of an algorithm for computing the 2 2 GSVD. Later we will show that the proposed algorithm guarantees numerical stability and convergence. We will use the notation jXj = (jx ij j).
Algorithm GSVD22: Let Proof. We only prove a branch of the algorithm where Q is computed from U T A and used to zero out the (1,2) entries of U T A and V T B; the proof for the other cases is similar. We will also leave some of the more tedious details of error analysis to the ambitious reader.
We rst note the following facts about the algorithm: and ( H Q) = V T (B + B 1 )Q + F 7 , which are within kF 6 k 87 kAk and kF 7 k 87 kBk of being parallel; we have used our bounds on kF 3 k and kF 4 k, and Facts 5 and 6. This proves assertion (c).
Let a = ĝ 12 =(j g 11 j + j g 12 j), and b = ĥ 12 =(j h 11 j + j h 12 j). Then a ( b ) is an approximate bound on relative error of Q if it is computed from U T A ( V T B). In the branch of the algorithm we consider, a b , and the algorithm chooses to compute Q from U T A. The remarkable fact is that even if a , so that the forward error in Q is large, the backward error in B is small. To nally prove this assertion (d), we need to show the (1,2) entry of ( H Q), which is zeroed out to getB, is at most 286 kBk. (Q is chosen to accurately zero out the (1,2) entry of ( G Q).) Earlier 
Numerical Experiments
The numerical experiments we discuss here rst compare Algorithm GSVD22 with previous algorithms developed by Paige 28] Then we will evaluate Algorithm GSVD for di erent cases of random matrices A and B, measuring the backward stability, accuracy, average total number of sweeps, rate of convergence, elapsed time when computing GSV pairs only, or both GSV pairs and transformation matrices.
All tests were performed using FORTRAN 77 on a SUN sparc station 1+. The arithmetic was IEEE standard double precision 1], with a machine precision of = 2 ?53 10 ?16 and over/under ow threshold 10 307 . We use = 10 ?14 as the stopping criterion.
Backward Stability and Accuracy
Before we proceed, it is appropriate to state what we mean by the backward stability and the accuracy of Algorithm GSVD. The backward stability is de ned as follows: Let the computed orthogonal matrices be U, V and Q, the diagonal matrices be 1 Recently, Bojanczyk et al 6] proposed a variation of Scheme II, which we refer to as the BELV scheme. The BELV scheme was originally designed for treating a matrix-triple (A 1 ; A 2 ; A 3 ). It is easy to see that the 2 2 GSVD of two matrices is a special case when one of the matrices (say, A 3 is the identity). The BELV scheme does signi cantly improve Hammarling's method, but it still su ers from possible nonconvergence. For example, using the BELV scheme, we see that for the following 2 
Test matrix generation for testing backward stability
To test the backward stability of Algorithm GSVD, we used the LAPACK test matrix generation suite 11] to generate di erent types of upper triangular matrices A and B. The conditioning of a generated upper triangular matrix can be controlled by the following parameters: dist speci es the type of probability distribution to be used to generate the random matrices: = U: uniform distribution on ( 0, 1 ); = S: uniform distribution on ( -1, 1 ); = N: normal distribution on ( 0, 1 ).
cond speci es the reciprocal of the condition number of generated matrix, cond 1. cond , i = 1; : : : ; n; = 5: sets d i to random in ( 1/cond , 1 ), their logarithms are uniformly distributed; = 6: sets d i to random numbers from same distribution as the rest of the matrix. We generated 12 separate classes of upper triangular matrices A and B according to di erent choices of parameters dist, cond and mode, since this allows us to form di erent types of matrices to fairly test the behavior of the algorithm. The 12 classes are listed in Table 5 .1. Thus classes 1 to 6 consist of well-conditioned matrices B, and the conditioning of matrix A is changed from well to ill-conditioned. Classes 7 to 10 consist of well-conditioned matrices A and the conditioning of matrix B is changed from moderate to ill-conditioned. Classes 11 and 12 consist of moderately conditioned matrices A and B.
Test Results
We tested the above 12 classes of matrix pairs of dimension of n = 5; 10; 20; 50. In each class of dimension 5 we generated 401 matrix pairs, in each class of dimension 10 we generated 301 matrix pairs, in each class of dimension 20 we generated 201 matrix pairs, and in each class of dimension 50 we generated 101 matrix pairs. This makes a total of 12,048 test matrix pairs. where A and B are 50 50 matrices, the condition numbers for both matrices are about 10 4 .
Test matrix generation for testing accuracy
To test accuracy of Algorithm GSVD, we generated random matrices A and B with known GSV pairs. Speci cally, let 1 = diag( i ) and 2 = diag( i ) be the given GSV pairs. Then we generated random orthogonal matrices U; V and Q uniformly distributed with respect to Haar measure, and a random upper triangular matrix R with speci ed smallest singular value, and nally formed A = U 1 RQ T and B = V 2 RQ T :
Hence the GSV pairs of A and B are known to be ( i , i ). We designed six di erent distributions of the GSV pairs as illustrated in the second column of Table 5 .3, where i and i are normalized so that 2 i + 2 i = 1 for i = 1; : : : ; n if necessary, (U(0,1),U(0,1)) means that GSV pairs ( i ; i ) comes from the normalization of a pair of random numbers from a uniform distribution on the interval (0,1). cond is the reciprocal of the smallest singular value of the matrix R in (5.4) . Note that some of the distributions of GSV are well separated, some of them are highly clustered or multiple.
Test Results
We generated several categories of matrix pairs according to three parameters: the dimension n, the smallest singular value of R ( min (R)), and the type of distribution of GSV. We rst separated test matrices with three possible values of min (R) = 1; 10 ?6 ; 10 ?12 , i.e., corresponding to well, Table 5 .4: CPU timing of the GSVD of two 50 50 matrices moderately, and ill-conditioned GSVD problems. For each min (R), we tested matrices of dimension n = 5; 10; 20; 40 with six di erent distributions of GSV pairs as showed in table 1. This makes a total of 3 4 6 = 72 di erent classes of matrices. In each class of dimension 5 we generated 301 matrices, in each class of dimension 10 we generated 201 matrices, in each class of dimension 20 we generated 101 matrices, and in each class of dimension 40 we generated 51 matrices, for a total of 10,772 test matrix pairs. expressions is unwise because roundo can destroy all relative accuracy, and they can su er from over/under ow in the squared subexpressions even when the singular values/vectors are far from over/under ow thresholds. Demmel and Kahan have carefully reorganized the computation as described in the following so that barring over/under ow and assuming a guard digit in subtraction, all output quantities are correct to within a few units in the last place (ulps). In IEEE arithmetic 1], the code works correctly even if one matrix entry is in nite. Over ow is impossible unless the largest singular value itself over ows, or is within a few ulps of over ow. (On machines with partial over ow, like the Cray, over ow may occur if the largest singular value is within a factor of 2 of over ow.) Under ow is harmless if under ow is gradual. Otherwise, results may correspond to a matrix modi ed by perturbations of size near the under ow threshold.
The error analysis of the main path of the code depends on the fact that all the operations except two are multiplication and division, where the relative error of the result is at most 1 ulp larger than the sum of the relative errors of the inputs, addition of positive quantities, where the relative error of the result is at most 1 ulp larger than the maximum of the relative errors of the inputs, and square root, where the relative error of the result is at most 1 ulp more than half the relative error of the input. There are also two subtractions in the main code path. The rst subtracts original data D = FA-HA, and so has a 1 ulp error. In the second, T=2-L with 0 L 1, the relative error in T can only be 1 ulp larger than the relative error in L. These rules are su cient to straightforwardly bound the error in the main code path, provided we ignore second order terms. There is another path corresponding to the case where the o diagonal g is much larger than the other two matrix entries, which is analyzed much more easily. Summarizing all these considerations we can easily prove the Proposition. Barring over/under ow, and assuming there is a guard digit in subtraction, the relative errors in the computed singular values are at most 7 ulps, and the relative errors in the computed singular vectors are at most 46.5 ulps in each component.
The comments in the following code indicate the error bound in ulp of each computed quantity. 
